Monte Carlo evidence [Evans (1991) ] indicates that when speculative bubbles are collapsible, the traditional cointegration approach based on unit root tests has some serious drawbacks.
Introduction
There is a large collection of literature on the empirical tests of asset price behavior [see, e.g., Flood and Garber (1980) , Shiller (1981) , Blanchard and Watson (1982) , Meese (1986), Kleidon (1986) , Santoni (1987) , Campbell and Shiller (1988) , West (1988) , Froot and Obstfeld (1991), Blanchard and Watson (1992) , and McQueen and Thorley (1994) ]. Researchers have argued that stock prices are not consistent with the fundamentals that the prices are supposed to represent, i.e., with the discounted stream of future dividends [See, for example, Cochrane (1991) ].
One possible remedy of this problem is to improve the model of fundamentals so that they more closely reflect observed asset prices. Yet, this approach has yielded limited success principally because stock prices exhibit much higher volatility than what can be explained by movements in fundamental variables such as earnings, dividends and interest rates [see, e.g., Shiller (1981) ]. Moreover, dividend-based models seem to be ill-equipped to explain some of the stylized facts about stock returns. For example, these models cannot explain the fact that stock returns exhibit time-varying volatility, negative skewness, and asymmetric volatility, i.e., negatively correlated returns and return volatility [see Cox and Ross (1976) , and Bekaert and Wu (2000) ].
An alternative approach to explaining this phenomenon is to introduce speculative bubbles into asset pricing models. Bubbles could explain the empirical features of stock returns [see, inter alia, Flood and Hodrick (1986) , and Camerer (1989) ]. Time-varying volatility would be a natural consequence of the presence of bubbles. Stock volatility may be high or low, as the size of the bubble grows or shrinks. As the bubble grows, the chances of it collapsing increase. The collapsing of bubbles leads to large negative returns and may therefore to negative skewness of returns since large positive returns are less likely. Finally, the time-varying probability of collapse may be linked to asymmetric volatility. To see this, note that rational investors may still invest in a stock even if they are aware that its price contains a collapsible bubble, as long as the bubble grows at a certain expected rate and they are able to sell at any time. If investors suddenly revise upward their subjective probability of a collapse, the conditional volatility of the stock return will increase, inducing asymmetric volatility.
Are there bubbles in stock prices? In recent years, there have been a number of studies on testing for speculative bubbles in stock prices, and different results have been obtained.
For example, West (1987) and Rappoport and White (1993) found evidence of bubbles, while Diba and Grossman (1988) and Dezhbakhsh and Demirguckunt (1990) obtained results supporting the conclusion that stock prices do not contain bubbles. Of course, the presence of absence of bubbles has important implications for modeling stock prices and may have a serious impact on asset and risk management practices that use these models.
A popular approach in testing bubbles is to examine the stationarity (or non-stationarity) of the residuals between asset prices and market fundamentals [usually dividends, see Campbell and Shiller (1987) , Grossman (1984, 1988) , Hamilton and Whiteman (1985) , among others, for applications based on this approach]. Traditionally this approach uses unit root tests on the residuals. By treating the nonstationary bubble process as a unit-root process, the conventional unit root based procedures test the null hypothesis that the stock price contains a bubble. If the unit root hypothesis is rejected, they reject the hypothesis of a bubble.
However, by conducting a Monte Carlo simulation, Evans (1991) showed that an important class of rational bubbles cannot be detected by the conventional unit root tests. In particular, he considered a time series of bubbles with a positive probability of collapse and found that the conventional unit root test over-reject the hypothesis of a bubble, except in the case where the probability of collapse is very close to zero.
One reason for this result is that collapsible bubbles are not conventional unit-root processes, so that the hypothesis of a bubble is not equivalent to the hypothesis of a unit root.
If a bubble is collapsible, even when the market price contains a bubble, the conventional unit root based tests will still reject the null of a bubble, leading to the incorrect conclusion that there is no bubble in market prices. For this reason, the traditional unit-root tests have some serious drawbacks in detecting bubbles.
In this paper, we propose an alternative test for bubbles by looking at the order of magnitude of the fluctuations in the partial sum process of residuals from regressing asset prices on explanatory variables such as market fundamentals. In contrast to the conventional unit root based tests, the proposed test has its advantage in dealing with collapsible bubbles.
Suppose that we consider the simple rational expectations model characterized by the Gordon model, then, intuitively, if there is no bubble, the stock price and the fundamentals move together in the long run. Therefore the residuals should be stationary, and the order of magnitude of the fluctuation in the cumulated sum process of residuals should be proportional to the square root of the number of observations. Otherwise, if there is a bubble, then the fluctuation in the cumulated bubble process should have much larger order of magnitude, regardless of the probability of collapse.
As noted by Flood and Hodrick (1986) and other researchers, since bubbles are not observable, no one can be absolutely certain they exist. Evidence of nonstationarity or excessive fluctuation of residuals between prices and fundamentals could result from sources other than bubbles. For example, time varying risk-premiums effects might be an alternative source of excessive fluctuation. In addition, covariance stationary time series with structural breaks may result in a sample path similar to that of a nonstationary time series. Flood and Hodrick (1986) , Hamilton and Whiteman (1985) , and Hamilton (1986) pointed out that bubbles may be observationally similar to regime changes in market fundamentals which are unobserved the researchers. Thus, evidence of nonstationarity do not necessarily establish the existence of bubbles. However, these tests can be used for converse inference. In particular, covariance stationarity in the residual process would be evidence against the existence of bubbles. As pointed out by Diba and Grossman (1988) , except by extremely unlikely coincidence, other sources of nonstationarity could not exactly offset the effect of a nonstationary bubble.
The test statistic is constructed based on residuals from a cointegrating regression. In practice, the behavior of asset prices may be more complicate than that described by the Gordon model. To (at least partially) capture additional sources of fluctuation, we also augment the cointegrating regression of Campbell and Shiller (1987) (based the original Gordon model) by including additional covariates to take into account the time-varying discount rates and risk-premiums effects. Properties of the proposed tests are studied and some Monte Carlo experiments are conducted to investigate its performance. We believe that the test provides additional information on the behavior of the stock price that can not be fully explained by the underlying value of the firm. It also provides a useful alternative to the existing bubble tests and models of stock price dynamics. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the conventional testing procedure for rational bubbles based on the unit-root/cointegration approach. Section 3 develops the proposed test. Section 4 extends our analysis in the previous section to more general cases by including variables reflecting time-varying discount rates and risk-premiums. We conduct a simulation study in Section 5 and provide empirical application of the test to U.S. and Hong Kong stock indexes in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future research are given in Section 7. Some technical details are included in the Appendix.
Conventional Testing Procedures for Bubbles
In this paper, we consider a standard rational expectations model for stock prices
where P t is the real stock price at t, γ is the real rate of return and thus (1 + γ) −1 is the discount factor, and D t is the dividend paid to the owner of the stock between t and t + 1.
Equation (1) However, there has been concern about the above specification: violation of limited liability. For instance, if the conditional distribution of the prices is normal, then there will always be a positive probability of obtaining a negative price (see, e.g., Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997, p32)). For this reason, many researchers consider the above rational expectations model in terms of logarithms of price and dividend. Following Campbell and
Shiller (1988), we write the log linear approximation of (1) as
where p t and d t are logarithms of P t and D t , q is the log gross return rate, δ is the average ratio of the stock price to the sum of the stock price and the dividend (0 < δ < 1), and κ is a function of δ (see Wu (1997) for a discussion of this model). Under the transversality condition that
the unique forward-looking market fundamental solution to (2), f t , is given by
If the transversality condition (3) does not hold, the general solution to (2) has the following form
where f t is the market fundamental given by (4) and b t is a rational speculative bubble generated by extraneous events or rumors and satisfies
By definition, this bubble grows over time, driven by self-fulfilling expectations. However, the bubble must eventually collapse in order for the model to be plausible.
Remark 1
Notice that there is a literature on the debate of whether rational bubbles can exist. For example, Diba and Grossman (1988) argue that any rational bubble that starts after the first date of trading has an expected initial value of zero. The fact that rational bubbles have explosive conditional expectations implies that a negative-bubble cannot exist on an asset with limited liability, thus the expected initial value can equal zero only if any initial realization of a rational bubble after the first date of trading equals zero with probability one. Also see Tirole (1982 Tirole ( , 1985 for study of bubbles in general equilibrium models and overlapping-generations models, and Cambell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997, section 7.1.2) for an excellent literature review on this topic. This is a continuing debate and is not the focus of the current paper.
Since d t appears to be nonstationary in empirical analyses, it is usually characterized as an integrated process with drift:
where ε t is an I(0) process of innovations with E(ε t ) = 0. Combining (4) and (7), we have
and (5) can be written as
If there is no bubble, p t = f t , which can be expressed as (8) Much of the literature on testing for bubbles uses the residual-based tests for cointegration of Engle and Granger (1987) and Phillips and Ouliaris (1991) . These tests consider the null hypothesis of no cointegration and apply the traditional unit-root tests to the least square residuals from a regression of the stock prices on the dividends. Thus, the procedures test the null hypothesis that the residual process of (9) contains a unit-root. By treating the bubble process as a unit-root process, they test the null hypothesis that the stock price contains a bubble.
The approach is typically done by first applying unit-root tests to p t and d t to verify their nonstationarity. Then, a cointegrating regression between p t and d t ,
is performed to obtain the residual process b These testing procedures rely on unit-root tests (usually ADF or PP tests) which were designed for detecting whether or not a time series contains an autoregressive unit-root.
However, the capability of these procedures to detect bubbles depends on the assumption that the bubble process can be characterized by an autoregressive process with a constant coefficient around unity (or larger than unity). If a bubble collapses and restarts with a certain probability, then this assumption no longer holds. For example, if the representation of bubbles is characterized by an autoregressive (AR) process as
where u t is stationary, then the residual based tests for the null hypothesis of no cointegration are effective for testing bubbles. However, it is not necessary that a bubble should be characterized by the AR process (11) . In fact, it can take the form of a complex stochastic process and should be able to collapse after reaching high levels and then restart. For example, a simple model of periodically collapsing bubbles may be characterized as follows,
where u t is a mean zero stationary residual process and a t+1 is an exogenous independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli process which takes value a with probability π and value 0 with probability 1 − π.
bubble [see Tirole (1982) ].
The process {b t } determined by (12) is a doubly stochastic process (for studies on stationarity property of this type process, see, e.g. Nicholls and Quinn (1982) , Pourahmadi (1988) ).
In particular, a process defined by (12) 
A Test for Speculative Bubbles
In this section, we suggest an alternative way to test the null hypothesis of no bubble in p t .
Again, we start with the model given by (5) and (8) in Section 2, and consider the residual process from the following regression
1 Grossman (1988a, 1988b ) also show that once a positive rational bubble that began at the first day of trading has burst, it cannot restart. In principle the proposed test (15) in this paper has power against all forms of rational bubbles.
As discussed in Section 2, if there is no bubble in the stock price, the residual term u t in (13) should be covariance stationary, and fluctuations in this process are just equilibrium errors. In particular, the order of magnitude of the partial sum process P k t=1 u t should be proportional to (k 1/2 ) (although u t may have high variance, it is not large in order of magnitude and can be normalized). Under mild conditions n
On the other hand, if there is a bubble in the stock price, then the residual term u t includes a bubble process {b t }. Even though in each period there is a positive probability that b t will collapse (and the bubble will eventually explode), by the defining property of a rational bubble that |E t b t+1 | > |b t |, the variance of b t (and thus the residual term u t of regression (13)) is increasing with t exponentially! Consequently b t is not I(0). In particular, the fluctuation in the residuals is dominated by the bubble component and the cumulated sums of u t will have a much larger order of magnitude than the no bubble case. In fact, P k t=1 u t diverges to ∞ exponentially. This observation suggests that it is possible to design a bubble test by looking at the order of magnitude of the fluctuation in the residual process.
We consider the following quantity as a measurement of fluctuation in the residual process b u t [Sen (1980) ], where b u t is the estimated residual process from a cointegrating regression of
This is the recursive-estimates statistic for testing fluctuation. As discussed above, in the case with no bubbles, the order of magnitude of
u t¯c onverge to a Brownian motion. In the presence with bubble, max k=1,...,n 1 √ n¯P k t=1 u t¯d iverge to ∞, providing a potential test. Notice that property that a Brownian motion always has very small variance close to the origin and large variance when r is close to 1, we tie down the process by subtracting it by
Brownian bridge limit. Similar statistics can also be used to test the structural stability in linear regression models (e.g. Ploberger, Kramer and Koutrus (1989)). While the structural stability literature focuses on the constancy of the regression parameter, we focus on the residuals and consider a test for the null hypothesis of no bubbles against the alternative of bubbles. As will be clear in later analysis, these two models (structural break in parameters and collapsing bubbles) have similar behavior under the null hypotheses but are different under the alternatives (see the Appendix for analysis under the alternative). In particular, these two models have different fluctuations under the alternatives, although (14) diverges in both models. In the structural break models, the stationarity property of the true residuals does not change, and the fluctuation comes from the break in regression parameter. In our model, the residual process is no longer covariance stationary under the alternative and has an increasing (explosive) variance.
Notice that d t is nonstationary (I(1)) and d t and u t may be correlated. As a result, the limiting distribution of the recursive-estimates statistic is dependent on nuisance parameters coming from the serial correlation of d t and u t and on the correlation between these two series.
Thus, this statistic cannot be directly used in testing. To get rid of the nuisance parameters, we construct the fully modified residual process e u + t based on nonparametric estimation of the nuisance parameters as follows [ See Phillips and Hansen (1990) and Phillips (1995) ], Based on the fully modified residual process e u + t , we construct the test statistic as follows,
where b ω 2 u.d is the nonparametric long-run variance estimator [We give the formula of this estimator and related discussions in the Appendix]. As the sample size n goes to infinity, the test statistic (15) has the classical Kolmogoroff-Smirnoff type limiting distribution
where
, and W 1 (r) and W 2 (r) are standard Brownian motions that are independent of each other. The limiting distribution of this test is free of nuisance parameter. We computed the relevant upper tail critical values for the asymptotic null distribution of R based on a direct simulation using a sample of size 2,000 and 20,000 replications and report them in the following Remark 2 The proposed test has power against bubbles not because of the "breaks" (collapses) of bubbles (at least asymptotically), but because of the explosive behavior determined by the defining property (6) of rational bubbles! The proposed test has power against both collapsible bubbles and non-collapsible (if there is any) bubbles. The "breaks" (collapse) in the bubble processes in this paper is different from the conventional structural breaks. Actually, for the process {b t } defined as (12) , if Var(a t ) + [Ea t ] 2 were strictly less than 1, even in the presence of collapse, the process b t would still be covariance stationary and the proposed test will not detect it in large sample.
To be effective, a statistical test must discriminate between the null and the alternative in large samples. This is a nontrivial matter for the proposed test because both the numerator and the denominator of the test statistic diverge under the alternative. The order of magnitude of the proposed test statistic is determined by the partial sum process
and the nonparametric long-run variance estimator b ω u.d that enters the denominator. Under the alternative hypothesis that there is a bubble in the stock price, both of these two quantities will diverge to infinity. In particular, it can be shown that (17) diverges to ∞ exponentially at rate p ∆ n /n, where ∆ = σ 
Under the conditions that n − m → ∞, and M → ∞ at a lower rate than m, it is easy to verify that under H 1 , the test statistic diverge to ∞, giving a consistent test (see the Appendix for more discussion on this).
As mentioned before, similar statistics can be used in testing structural stability in linear regression models and the test (15) also has power against structural break (or breaks).
However, we also note that these two types of models have different types of fluctuation under the alternatives. In particular, in the structural break model, the fluctuation comes from the break in regression parameter. Such breaks only happen finite times (usually assumed once in many typical models). If the location of break point is known, this maybe the case if there are known interventions or policy changes, the structural break can be characterized using appropriate dummy variables. Given the types of bubbles that we consider in this paper, it is possible to construct a test for the null hypothesis of no bubble (but with potential structural breaks) against the alternative of bubbles. Of course, we need to specify the model in this case to obtain a valid test. For example, we may consider the following model that, under the null hypothesis, there is a possible structural break at time t = n 0 = τ n, where 0 < τ < 1, and the null model with a structural break is characterized as
and u t is a covariance stationary time series. Under the alternative, the asset price, and thus u t , contains a bubble and
Then, defining a dummy variable
we may write the model as
Noticing the difference between the bubbles and the structural break that we consider in this paper, the dummy variables can capture the property of a structural break, but not bubbles.
If we regress p t on a constant term, the dividend d t , and h t d t , a residual based test can still be constructed as before. In particular, the partial sum process
t=1 e u + t will now converge to a limiting processV τ (r) defined on an underlying Wiener process that will be dependent on the number of regressors (which is 2 here) and τ . The asymptotic distribution of the test then has a similar form as (16) . We may compute the critical values of the test for different values of τ by simulating empirical approximations to Brownian motion with a large sample size and replications. As τ → 0, or 1, the limiting distribution and critical values will approach to those with no break. As anticipated, introducing a structural break reduces the power of the test.
Notice that to distinguish the bubbles from structural breaks, it is necessary to specify the bubble and breaks. Without enough specification about the bubble and breaks, or, with incorrect specification of the structural break, it is very difficult to distinguish between structural breaks and bubbles.
Generalizations
In Section 3 we used the model of Campbell and Shiller (1987) [also see, e.g., Gordon (1962) , Evans (1991) , among others, for the use of this type models] where the market fundamental price is characterized by (4) . Indeed, to our knowledge, the cointegration based approach of testing bubbles has been exclusively focused on this type of models with a constant rate of return. Relaxing the assumption of a constant rate of return will substantially complicate the forward-looking solution to the rational expectation model. In general, there is no simple analytical solution to the market fundamental price unless we impose additional assumptions on the associated conditional expectation.
Besides dividends, other sources of stock price fluctuations may be accounted for. As mentioned in the introduction, time-varying discount rates and risk-premium effects may all be possible sources of excessive fluctuations. Consequently, covariates that can help explain market fundamentals may also be included in regression (13) . However, it is not easy to construct a general model that fits all the stylized facts given in the literature. The above mentioned generalizations substantially complicate the market fundamental solution, appropriate simplification of the market fundamental solution has to be introduced. In this section, we attempt to provide a first step toward incorporating other market fundamental sources into the cointegration based approach.
Time-varying Discount Rate
As an alternative of (1), we may consider a more general model which allows γ change over time:
Solving Equation (18) recursively and denoting the growth rate of real dividend as g t , we obtain the following expression for the fundamental value of asset prices:
Gordon (1962) assumes that γ and g are constant and thus (19) reduces to
which delivers the regression model we considered in Section 3. In the general case, if we denote the price-dividend ratio as
, then f t can be expressed as a linear function of d t and φ t . If φ t were known, we could consider the residual process from the following regression
and construct a residual based test for bubbles as in Section 3. However, φ t is unknown and appropriate approximation of φ t has to be used. Giving assumptions about g t and γ t ,
we may approximate this time-varying parameter. For example, Barsky and DeLong (1993) considered the relationship (20) and assume that g in (20) is nonconstant and replace it by a (geometrically averaged) function of g t−j , j = 0, 1, ...k. Donaldson and Kamstra (1996) use similar idea in estimating market fundamental and conduct an empirical analysis of bubbles by using unit root tests on the difference between the asset price and the estimated market fundamental .
Notice that φ t is the expectation of the price-dividend ratio conditional on the information set at time t. If certain variables, say z t , contain past information about γ and g, φ t is also a function of z t and we may consider using z t (or functions of z t ) as an instrument of φ t . For example, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) shows that the total return to equity (the sum of capital gains and the dividend yield) as linearly related to the interest rate. Based on the CAPM, a reasonable instrument for the price-dividend ratio (which is the inverse of the dividend yield) might be the inverse of the short term interest rate r t . We denote the inverse of the short term interest rate r t as z t . For simplicity, if we assume that φ t is a linear function of z t , say φ t = β 1 + β 2 z t , then we obtain
The above representation suggests that if we consider the following regression
we may test the existence of bubbles by looking at the fluctuation in the residual process b
and thus a test similar to (15) can be constructed. Denote
and for the same reason as in Section 3, we construct the fully modified residual process 
Time-Varying Risk-Premiums
where z 1t is the inverse of the short term interest rate and z 2t = AAA t − BBB t , and
The test can be constructed in a similar way to (15) . Under the null hypothesis of no bubble, as n → ∞, the corresponding test statistic has a limiting distribution similar to (16), but with S(r) 0 = (1, W 2 (r) 0 ), where W 2 (r) is a 3-dimensional standard Brownian motion and is independent of W 1 (r). Consequently, in the case that the residual term u t is conditional heteroskedastic, the limiting null distribution of the test statistic is still given by (16) , and the result of our previous analysis are asymptotically robust to ARCH or GARCH effects. The proposed tests can not discriminate between the hypotheses "bubble-free with constant" and "bubble-free with conditional heteroskedasticity", but can discriminate between the hypotheses "bubblefree with conditional heteroskedasticity" and "process with bubble". This is because that the invariance principle (of the partial sum process) are robust to heteroskedasticity (see, Pantula (1986, 1988) , Peters and Veloce (1988) Phillips (1987) , Kim and Schmidt (1993) for related studies). For this reason, the proposed test in Section 4.1 can also be used in testing the null hypothesis of "bubble-free with conditional heteroskedasticity"against the alternative of "bubble". The test proposed in Section 4.2 can also be used in testing the null hypothesis of "bubble-free with time-varying risk premiums and conditional heteroskedasticity"against the alternative of "bubble".
It is well-known that conditional heteroskedasticity (such as ARCH (Engle
Remark 3 If we could impose the restriction of "no bubble" in our estimation procedure, we could generate (by Monte Carlo experiment) the critical values using the estimated parameters. Unfortunately, we do not know whether or not there is a bubble in the data and it is difficult to restrict the model to be "no bubble" in estimation. Consequently, if we generate the critical values by, say, bootstrapping the data, the test will be inconsistent because it would also capture the behavior under the alternative.
A Simulation Study
In this section, we conduct a simulation study to evaluate the proposed test and provide a comparison with the traditional unit root test-based procedures. As we mentioned in the previous sections, both the proposed procedure and the unit root test based procedures can also be used for other inference problems than bubble tests. Our model differs from the previous models under the alternative hypothesis with bubbles. Under the hypothesis of no bubbles, the model that we study in this paper will be the same as other models (on structural stability and unit roots) that have been examined in the previous literature. In generating time series data, we try to calibrate the real-world data. In particular, we resample the dividend series from the weekly Standard and Poor 500 Index from January 1974 to September 1998 in each iteration. Notice that the dividend data are temporally dependent and nonstationary. To preserve these properties in the generated data, we consider a sieve bootstrap for the differenced dividend series. The idea of sieve resampling for a time series is as follows: a weakly dependent time series can be approximated by a sequence of autoregressive process of order p = p(n), where p(n) increases with the sample size. In practice, we may use criteria such as BIC or AIC for the selection of p. In our simulation, we use the BIC criterion in selecting p. We resample the dividend series based on the following steps: Denoting the original dividend time series as {D t } T t=1 and let w t = ∆D t , we fit the approximated autoregression
by the usual OLS regression. We center b ε t and denote the centered innovations as e ε t and then draw an i.i.d. sample {ε * t } from {e ε t }. Generate {w * t } from {ε * Next, we generate data for prices. In the presence of bubbles, prices are determined by market fundamentals and bubbles. However, since we don't know if bubbles exist, we can not just simply resample the real-world price series. Instead, we have to simulate bubbles. The generated price series is then the sum of the simulated bubble and the generated market fundamental.
We generate the bubble process based on (12) where the residual terms u t in the bubble process are taken from independent student-t distributions with 4 degrees of freedom. The initial value of b t is set at b 0 = 0 and we choose δ = 0.9090, since the sample average market return in the past 10 years is about 10%. For probability π, we consider π = 0.9, 0.93, 0.95, 0.96, 0.98, corresponding to a probability of collapse of 0.1, 0.07, 0.05, 0.04, and 0.02.
Based on the dividend series {D * t }, we generate the market fundamental process using the Gordon fundamental pricing formula (20) 3 . Again, we need to choose the values of parameters γ and g. In our Monte Carlo experiment, we choose γ to be 0.1 and g to be 0.04.
These are the long run discount rate and dividend growth rate. Finally, the prices (with bubbles) are obtained by adding the generated bubble processes to the generated market fundamentals.
To examine the size of the test R, we generate the prices by adding a stationary component to the generated market fundamentals. In our Monte Carlo experiment, we consider three simple cases: an i.i.d. process of N(0,1) random variables and two AR (1) processes with different values of AR coefficients u t = ρu t−1 + ε t , with ρ = 0.2 and 0.8 respectively.
We compare the proposed test R with the traditional unit root based procedures (the Table 1 and Table 2 report the empirical size and power of the proposed test R, and Table 3 provides the simulation results of the traditional unit root based procedures.
From under-rejects when the bandwidth value is large. For the case of AR residuals with ρ = 0.6, the bandwidth choice M3 works best since the serial correlation in the residuals is pretty high and thus a large bandwidth is needed to capture the dependence in the residuals.
The Monte Carlo results contained in Table 3 indicate that the ability of the unit root tests to detect violations of the null of a bubble is low when it is collapsible. Both the ADF test and the Phillips-Perron test tend to over-reject the null hypothesis of a bubble when the bubble is collapsible, leading to the incorrect conclusion that there is no bubbles. Only when the sample size is relatively small (e.g., n = 200 in our Monte Carlo experiment), the unit root based tests have reasonably low rates of rejecting the hypothesis of a bubble. But even in this case, if the probability of collapse is high (say, 1 − π = 0.1), the unit root tests still reject the hypothesis of a bubble frequently. As the sample size increases, it is clear from the table that when a bubble process has the collapsing property, the conventional unit root tests mistakenly reject the null of a bubble in favor of the false alternative of no bubble. The rejection rate is increasing with the sample sizes, indicating asymptotic invalidity of these tests.
On the contrary, as shown in Table 2 , the proposed test has much better performance in dealing with a collapsible bubble. As the probability of collapse increases, the power of the proposed test falls only slightly. However, the conventional tests, the ADF and PP tests, have sharply increasing probabilities of falsely rejecting their null of a bubble as the probability of a collapse increases. In addition, the rejection rate of the proposed test increases as the sample size increases, corroborating the asymptotic theory. Both choices of subsamples provide qualitatively similar results.
Empirical Applications
In this section, we apply the above testing procedure to stock index data from the U.S.
and Hong Kong. The sample period covers some of the most conspicuous episodes of stock market crashes.
Data Description
We collected weekly price and dividend yield data for the Standard and Poor (S&P) 500
Index and the Hang Seng Index (Hong Kong) from January 4, 1974 to September 18, 1998 (Friday close to Friday close). The source of the data is the on-line service of Datastream.
These markets experienced both crashes as well as relative stability over the sample period. Figure 1 shows the relative movements of these indexes.
If we define stock market crash as a drop in a major stock index of 10% or more during a single day, then the U.S. stock market has experienced only two crashes in the 20th Century, one in October 1929 and the other in October 1987. Over our sample period, the S&P 500
Index, which consists of 500 large capitalization stocks on the New York Stock Exchange, increased 10-fold from 100 to 1,020, with an average annual return of 9.5%. From August 1995 to September 1998, the index produced a 20% annual rate of return. Expectations on future returns were high at the end of our sample period. However, there were signs that this high level of return might not be sustainable.
The Hong Kong stock market had more than its share of ups and downs. Summary statistics of the data series are provided in Table 4 . In addition, the table reports summary statistics for the yield on the 1-year Treasury bills, and the yield spread between AAA and BBB rated corporate bonds from January 4, 1974 to September 18, 1998.
We use the 1-year T-bill yield as the risk free rate for the U.S. market and the Hong Kong market. The yield spread is used as an instrument for the time varying risk premium.
Testing Procedures
To examine various specifications in modeling market fundamental, we apply the following two tests to the data sets. The prices and dividends are in logarithms. The upper tail critical values for these tests are calculated based on simulations using a sample of size 2,000 and 20,000 replications.
Test 1:
The first test is based on model (21) . We assume that market fundamental is not only affected by the dividend series d t , but also by the short term interest rate r t . We consider the fully modified residuals from the following regressions:
where z t is the inverse interest rate. In this case, the limiting null distributions of the corresponding tests are given by (16) with S(r)
standard Brownian motion and independent of W 1 (r) in (16) . The corresponding 1% and 5% level critical values for this test are 1.285 and 1.041. The test will reject the null when the calculated test statistic is larger than the corresponding critical value.
Test 2:
The second test augments the model in Test 1 by adding an additional variable (AAA t − BBB t ) to capture the time-varying risk-premium effect and consider the following cointegrating regression
where z 1t is the inverse of the short term interest rate and z 2t = AAA t − BBB t .
The test statistic can be constructed in the same way as the previous tests according to formula (15) . Under the null hypothesis of no bubble, as n → ∞, the corresponding test statistic has a limiting distribution similar to (16), but with W 2 (r) being a 3-dimensional standard Brownian motion independent with W 1 (r). Asymptotic 1% and 5% level critical values are 1.146 and 0.941 respectively.
Stationarity of Stock Prices and Dividends
To detect the existence of bubbles, we first test the (non)stationarity properties of the stock price and the dividend. According to the model described in Section 2, the dividend process and the stock price process are all nonstationary. If there is no bubble in the stock price, the residuals from the cointegrating regression should be stationary (I(0)). If, however, the stock price contains a bubble, then the residuals are not stationary (I(0)), although it is not a traditional unit-root process because the bubble collapses. In this section, we test the nonstationarity of the stock prices and dividends.
A statistic similar to (15) can be used to test for stationarity (or trend stationarity)
in the stock and dividend series by simply substituting e u + t by the detrended stock prices and the dividends in formula (15) and by replacing b ω u.d by the corresponding long-run variance estimates for these series. See the Appendix for a description of this test. We test the stationarity properties of our data using this procedure, and the results are reported in The tests reject stationarity for statistics larger than a critical value.
We first look at these tests applied to stock prices. The results are reported in Panel A in Table 5 . The evidence of nonstationarity in the stock prices is very strong. Similar results can also be found using the dividends data in Panel B of Table 5 . All the calculated statistics (for all bandwidth choices) are much larger than the 5% level critical values, and thus stationarity should be rejected.
Next, we test the stationarity of the first differences of the dividends. It is shown in Panel C of Table 5 that the statistics for all bandwidth choices are less than the 5% critical values, indicating stationarity. These results support the assumptions of the model and are consistent with the existing empirical results on the nonstationarity of stock prices and dividends.
Empirical Test for Bubbles
We now test the existence of bubbles in stock prices using both Test 1 and Test 2 described in Section 6. The empirical results are reported in Table 6 . In particular, Panel A of However, for all other cases, the null hypothesis is rejected at 5% level. In summary, the tests rejects the null of no bubble for almost all (but one) cases, indicating the possibility of bubbles in the Hong Kong stock market.
Panel B of Table 6 M5, the null of no bubble could not be rejected at the 5% level and only the case M = M1 rejects the null at 1% level. Giving the fact that there is substantial serial correlation in the data and thus a large bandwidth is needed, the evidence of bubbles in the US market is weak and we can not reject the null of no bubble in the second test.
Our tests delivered different results on the US and Hong Kong market. Based on these tests, we conclude that there are some evidence that there were bubbles in the Hong Kong stock market. As discussed in the data section above, the Hong Kong stock market experienced three crashes over the sample period. Our tests can not reject the hypothesis of no bubbles in the US market for some choices of bandwidth values.
Conclusions
We propose a new testing procedure for speculative bubbles in stock markets which improves upon the conventional unit root type tests in the presence of collapsible bubbles. The
proposed tests are applied to stock indexes of the U.S. and Hong Kong from 1974 to 1998.
The empirical results suggest that, after taking into account of the time varying growth and risk-premium, the evidence of a bubble in the US market is weak. Meanwhile we find relatively strong evidence that the Hong Kong market contain bubbles over the sample period. We believe this new test provides a useful complement to existing procedures for detecting bubbles. It also provides information on the behavior of asset prices which may be useful for asset and risk management purposes.
There are some interesting directions to extend our analysis in the current paper, and we hope to explore these generalizations in future work. First, more complicated design may be considered in the Monte Carlo study. As commented in Section 5, the simulation that we presented in this paper makes use of the classical Gordon model where a constant growth rate is used. It is well-known that the dividend series does not exhibit constant growth, but strongly autocorrelated. A Monte Carlo experiment that take into account of this feature is very interesting. In addition, a method based on Donaldson and Kamstra (1996) could be used to improve the approximation based on the Gordon model. Refinements or modifications on the proposed test and alternative tests with improved sampling properties are especially of interest. We hope to explore these in subsequent work.
signifies summation over 1 ≤ t, t + h ≤ m, and M is the bandwidth parameter satisfying the property that M, m → ∞ and M/m → 0, n − m → ∞ as the sample size n → ∞. C dd , C du are defined in the same way. Candidate kernel functions can be found in standard texts (e.g. Hannan, 1970; Brillinger, 1980; and Priestley, 1981) . Similarly, we can construct the nonparametric long-run variance parameter b ω
The bubble test can then be constructed based on e u
It can be shown that under the null, R ⇒ sup 0≤r≤1¯e V (r)¯, where e
, and W 1 (r) and W 2 (r) are standard Brownian motions that are independent of each other.
Asymptotic Behavior of the Test Under the Alternative
Under the alternative hypothesis, there is a bubble in the stock prices and thus, as shown below, no cointegration between d t and P t . Notice that b t = a t b t−1 + u t , thus, by substitution we have
Assuming that the initial value of bubble b 0 = 0, b t = P t l=1 ϕ t,l u l . In the presence of a bubble, the partial sum of e u + t has different order of magnitude than before. In particular, it can be shown that max k=1,...,n well. In order to preserve the consistency, we need to show that the denominator diverges at a slower rate.
To verify the order of magnitude of the numerator, it suffices to look at
By straightforward calculations, we can verify the order of magnitude of each component.
For example, for the first term,
we calculate its second moment. In particular,
by a direct calculation of expectations we have
and for s > t,
and (24) is of order O p (
). We can verify that the order of magnitude of
For the nonparametric estimator, we consider
Again, by direct calculations, it can be verified that m
) and
Other nonparametric estimates can be verified similarly (also see Xiao and Phillips (1998) for related discussions on periodogram averages of integrated processes.).
Consequently, the testing statistic is of order
, which diverges to ∞ under our assumptions.
Stationarity Test
The testing procedure can also be used to detect stationarity. Suppose that we want to test the hypothesis that a time series z t is stationary around a deterministic trend x t . We detrend z t by least squares regression
and denote the detrended time series as b
The following statistic can then be used in testing (trend) stationarity in time series
Under stationarity, as n → ∞,
The critical values of S n for the leading case of a linear trend are calculated by a direct simulation using a sample size of 3,000 and 50,000 replications and the 10%, 5%, and 1% level upper tail critical values are 0.827, 0.901, 1.041, respectively. The level of k leading to the statistic: k * = 924 
